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Tire Washing Instructions (De-odorizing) 

 

1. Let the tires dry completely from you treating them with HMS. 

2. Once completely dry wash the tires with lemon juice like you would be hand washing your car. 

3. After washing the tires let them dry completely. Do not wash off the lemon juice yet. 

4. Once the lemon juice is completely dry, wash the tires with a detergent soap like Tide. Dish 

washing soap like Dawn will work, but doesn’t seem to be as good. 

5. Wash the tires completely with the detergent and rinse it off with water. 

6. After washing the tires with water, let it air dry and you’re all set. (See notes below) 

 

 

Notes: 

If you are trying to conceal or eliminate the odor, you shouldn’t be using HMS Original. The first thing to 

do is switch over to HMS Extreme. You must wash the same surface you treated so if you treated the 

inside of the tires you must wash the inside of the tires. You treat the outside of the tires wash the 

outside of the tires. Treating the tires earlier in the week will help to eliminate the odor as well. You may 

have to increase the amount of time you treat the tires with HMS if you treat them earlier in the week 

because of the evaporation rate.  

You’ll want to purge the tires if you treated and washed the inside of the tires. If you treated the inside 

of the tires with HMS, simply pour one ounce of lemon juice for every inch of treat width inside the tire 

and let them rotate on a HMS Tire Rotisserie Machine for a couple hours. Then purge the tires to 

remove the moisture/lemon juice and check for odor. This is a little risky has you could leave moisture in 

the tires.  

ALWAYS PURGE THE TIRES AFTER YOU TREAT THEM REGARDLESS IF YOU TREATED THE INSIDE OR 

OUTSIDE OF THE TIRES. This will help with odor no matter if you wash them or not. The only reason for 

purging is to eliminate the odor.  

Purging has no effect on performance whatsoever.   

 


